SAP HCM-Interfaces
Interfaces in human resources
management

You want a
sustainable and
modern
programming of
your interface?

You want to
connect an external
system to your SAP
HCM system in a
sensible, stable and
automated way?

You have SAP HCM in
use or are planning to
implement SAP HCM?

SOAP, XML, http(s),
(S)FTP, Odata, REST,
JSON, IDOC’s, Text,
DB-Link, RFC, ICF…

We may be able to
cover your
requirement on the
spot with one of our
"ready-to-use"
software products!

You need a strong
partner to support
you in technical
consulting and
realization of your
interface?

SAP HCM-Interfaces | Interfaces in human resources management
You want to implement SAP HCM (Human Resources)
or connect your existing SAP HCM system with an
external system via a technical interface? Your interface
should be cost-effectively, stably and in consideration of
the latest programming paradigms and format
standards?

We can help you with this, because we are very familiar
with the topic of developing interfaces in SAP HCM.
Particularly in human resources management, there are
very often external peripheral systems for handling
specific tasks outside the SAP system (electronic
personnel dossier, time recording, applicant
management, pension fund, accident reports, etc.). In
order to work in a meaningful and integrated way, you
need a data interface so that your systems can
"communicate" automatically. We will gladly and
professionally design and implement these interfaces on
the SAP HCM side for you!
We might even be able to cover your requirement right
away - with one of our "ready-to-use" software products
like the "HCM Cloud Connector". Take a look at flyers of
this product or contact us. Together we will find the
optimal way to connect your systems.

Interfaces often have to meet certain requirements
and especially technical standards. We know them all:
SOAP, XML, http(s), (S)FTP, Odata, REST, JSON,
IDOC's, Text, DB-Link, RFC, ICF, Gateway, etc.
We always build interfaces as close to the SAP HCM
standard as possible so that your investment is
sustainably protected and the costs of your interface
are minimized - and we do this in design,
implementation and operation.
Modern "state-of-the-art" development in SAP
systems and especially interfaces are our core
competencies. Benefit from our existing SAP HCM
knowledge, which enables us to take a holistic view of
requirements and solutions. We even maintain longterm partnerships with providers of external systems,
who include and distribute our interface products in
their software packages as standard SAP HCM
adapters.
Take a look at our flyers on "SAP HCM authorizations"
and "SAP HCM development" and find out where else
in the SAP HCM area we can provide you with optimal
support.

Contact us and ask for a non-binding discussion on the
topic with our specialists. We are happy to be there for
you and look forward to meeting you!

Our offer
We talk together about your requirements and
find the best solution for your company.
Together we connect your SAP HCM system with
external systems sustainably and always under
the most modern programming paradigms and
format standards.
We can probably cover your requirements
immediately with one of our "ready-to-use"
software products.

With us, you have the partner for your interface
development that you really need and that offers
you sustainable benefits.
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